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Higher yields needed from less cultivated land
The world needs more and more food. More efficient agricultural production and higher yields are needed from less
cultivated land to satisfy this growing demand. Therefore Agrifac manufactures “Brilliant Simple” machines. Like
the hi-tech self-propelled sprayer Agrifac Condor

Only 11% of the surface of the world is arable ground. With a growing world population, higher yields are necessary.

For manufacturing Brilliant Simple machines, Agrifac
deploys the “4E for growers” concept. The 4 E’s stand
for: Efficiency, Economy, Ergonomics and Ecology.
Every Agrifac product and innovation is developed and

designed according to these 4E’s. This enables Agrifac
to develop according to customers’ needs and to always
stay ahead with innovative solutions.

Agrifac Sprayers
The leader for decades

1939
Central Office commences
sales of “Platz” potato
sprayers from Steenwijk

1948
The Marshall plan provides 6 tractors with sprayers for service on the Ijsselmeer
polders.

2011

1998

1991

1989

1986

1948

1939

Milestones in the history of Agrifac spray technology
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1973

4

2011
New generation Condor

1973
Start of line production of mounted and
pulled sprayers in Steenwijk.

1986
ZA3300

1998
ZA3400 / Condor

• StabiloPlus chassis
• Great ground clearance of 110 cm
• Four wheel drive and steering
• Small turning circle
• High transport speed of 40 km/h
• Wider working widths up to 33 m
• Track width of 150 to 225 cm
• Large tank capacity > 3000 litres

• StabiloPlus chassis with air
suspension
• Stepless track width adjustment 150
– 225 cm
• Wider working widths up to 45 m
• Produced 1998 – 2011
• Over 500 machines produced
• Exported to over 25 countries

‘89 - Start of distribution in Belgium and France through Vicon
‘91 - Start of distribution in Germany by BBG /
Amazone (up to and including 2007)

• StabiloPlus chassis with air suspension
• Stepless track width adjustment		
150 – 225 cm, option: 225 - 300 cm
• Greater ground clearance of 125 cm, option:
200 cm
• Greater working widths up to 51 m
• Larger tank > 5000 litres
• GreenFlowPlus
• EcoTronicPlus
• Agrifac GPS
• AirFlowPlus
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Brilliant Simple

Tulips
Barley

Wheat

Rapeseed

Cabbage

Sorghum

All Agrifac machines, including the Agrifac Condor, are developed in
line with the "4Es for growers" concept.

Brilliant Simple
A self-propelled sprayer of the highest quality. A machine which is innovative. A machine which does what it is intended
to do but extremely simple to use and maintain, in short: Brilliant Simple
Agrifac machines such as the Agrifac Condor are Brilliant
Simple. The most innovative agricultural sprayer in the world
but extremely simple in operation and maintenance.

Carrots

Agrifac uses the "4Es for growers" concept in order to ensure
that it produces the most innovative and user friendly
agricultural sprayer.

4Es
This means that everything at Agrifac has to be Efficient, Economical,
Ergonomic and Ecological.

for growers
From seeding/planting to harvesting our sprayers support the growth of crops by protecting and feeding them. The combination of
carefully considered technology, pleasant to work in, an attractive and sturdy design, very low maintenance costs, high trade in value
and efficient service system make each Agrifac machine a glowing example of innovation. And that means growth in every aspect! The
growth which entrepreneurs, dealers, employees and agriculturalists are happy to choose.
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StabiloPlus,

StabiloPlus; the plusses for you

The unique, original Agrifac chassis

Patented by Agrifac, the unique StabiloPlus with air
suspension provides the following benefits:
+ An chassis which has been developed solely for selfpropelled sprayers! You don’t get more specialized than
that.
+ Optimal comfort in all situations: on the road, in the
field, in wet and dry conditions.
+ Even weight distribution over all 4 wheels under all
conditions assures an even and minimal ground pressure,
minimising tracking and providing the Condor with optimal
traction.
+ Vehicle movements are not passed on to the spray
boom, resulting in a quiet and stable spray boom which
guarantees an optimal spray pattern.
+ Avoidance of spray yaw which provides even distribution
of spray product and liquid fertilizer over the field which
results in higher yields.
+ Minimal movement of the liquid in the tank also assures
even ground pressure and minimum spray boom
movement.
+ Comfort at its best! Even and quiet movement of the
Condor over the field and on the road.
+ Standard stepless hydraulic track width adjustment
from 150 to 225 cm. The current track width can be
seen on the EcoTronicPlus screen. The four previously
selected track widths are automatically saved.
Short distance centre of gravity
– tip line, so less stable.

Longer distance centre of
gravity – tip line, so very stable.

Competition

2
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StabiloPlus was developed for one purpose: self-propelled spraying
Just like its predecessors, the new Condor also boasts the
unique StabiloPlus chassis. The basis for this chassis was
laid more than 25 years ago. Specifically developed for selfpropelled sprayers, this suspended chassis runs smoothly
and effortlessly on all uneven surfaces. The Condor comes
with individual pneumatic suspension as standard, which
provides excellent driving comfort. StabiloPlus and the
pneumatic suspension ensure that you have an extremely
stable and comfortable sprayer, both on the road and in the
field. A great benefit for the stability of the spray booms, both
horizontal and vertical. The Condor has a stepless track

width adjustment of 150-225 cm* as standard which can
be adjusted via the EcoTronicPlus touchscreen. Ideal for
farmers and contractors to apply to all crops and cultivations.
StabiloPlus also assures an ideal weight distribution in all
situations for optimal traction and the least possible ground
pressure. Through its low weight and low centre of gravity,
the sprayer can also maintain its standard high ground
clearance of 125 cm during road transport. With a maximum
speed of 50 km/h on the road (depending on national
legislation), you keep the transport time to a minimum.
*

StabiloPlus also available in 190-265, 225-300, 245-320 or 200-300 cm.

Centre of gravity

StabiloPlus provides an
extremely stable and
comfortable sprayer for both
the road and the field
4Es
for growers

efficiency
economy
ergonomy
ecology

Tip line

Centre of gravity line

Optimal flexibility of track width
Different crops and different users require optimal flexibility in
track width and high ground clearance. Flexibility which must
always be available and not at the cost of productivity. Agrifac
has for years addressed this by delivering stepless track width
as standard. With one press of the button on the EcoTronicPlus
terminal you select the correct track width which is set
automatically hereafter! During road transport from field to field
you can quickly and easily select the widest possible track width
for a sublime handling on the road as well as comfort.

150 cm

StabiloPlus
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for unequalled stability & flexibility

225 cm

125 cm
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3.10 m

Short turning radius: 3,10 m

Reliability, clarity, durability and flexibility

4 wheel steering with 3 settings

The need for more capacity is increasing everywhere. Crop protection is becoming a more frequent necessity within a short
window of opportunity. More and more use must be made of the opportunity, during the day, in the evening and during the
night. Reliability, clarity, durability, flexibility, manoeuvrability, capacity and quality are the key words here. Key words which
are pre-eminently applicable to the Condor and the StabiloPlus chassis:

Every Agrifac Condor has 4 wheel steering. This means that three different
settings are possible:

+ Reliable and tested technology: No unnecessary down time
+ Easy to use, great overview and ultimate control: Minimal chance of spray errors
+ Durable chassis for an extremely quiet vehicle and a stable spray boom: No unnecessary down time, minimal wear and
tear and low maintenance costs plus optimal spraying results.
+ Flexibility through stepless track settings, four wheel steering and high ground clearance: Ideal for any crop or
cultivation and every user, both on flat and hilly terrain
+ The optional anti-slip control (ASR) assures traction and stability in hilly conditions: Always available

1. Front wheel steering or 2 wheel steering. Ideal for safe road transport and
controllable steering movements in the rows and in between the crops.
2. 4 wheel steering for ultimate manoeuvrability and perfect tracking. Ideal on
headlands for example.
3. Crab steering for the most ground friendly weight distribution on grasslands,
fallow land and slopes for example. Also to be used for reaching hard corners of
fields.
With the optional headland management system it is possible to easily switch from
2 wheel to 4 wheel steering (and vice-versa) and to raise and lower the boom. With
the automatic GPS guidance, you can also keep a straight line in situations without
tramlines even in the absence of daylight.

Two wheel steering

Four wheel steering

Crab steering
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Beans
Gladioli

Grain

Beets

Grain

Potatoes

Sorghum

Agrifac Condor agricultural sprayer

Condor: optimal crop protection

Condor

The Agrifac Condor is the most innovative agricultural sprayer in the world. Efficient, economical, ergonomic and ecological.
The famous StabiloPlus chassis forms a strong basis which ensures unrivaled stability. Thanks to the EcoTronicPlus you
have the maximum and most up to date information while spraying, and while driving on the road. The clever GreenFlowPlus
means that the content of the spray system is minimal, making the system quick and easy to clean. The Agrifac Condor
has been designed with the most modern and comfortable cabin, with the maximum space and visibility. The standard
climate control system provides an optimal, comfortable and clean work climate. The cabin is also equipped with a cooling
compartment as standard.

The Condor is suitable for the most diverse crops. Beets,
grain, grassland, potatoes, beans, flower bulbs, vegetables,
asparagus, carrots, maize, Brussels sprouts, cabbage, onions
but also shrubs and young trees. Agrifac has specific solutions
for specific crops, such as the Condor ClearancePlus for extra
high crops (AirFlowPlus, HighTechAirPlus, VertiPlus, etc).

The Condor (Latin Vultur gryphus – Linnaeus, 1758) is one of
the
largest birds on the earth. The wingspan of the
Condor
is approximately 3 metres.
When
the Condor folds
its wings, its
total length is
approximately 1.2 metres. The Condor has an easy to clean
head. The head of the male is often crowned with a large red
comb.
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WideTrackPlus

Maximum yield and
maximum crop surface

Potatoes

Wider track widths for greater yields

The Condor WideTrackPlus provides track widths up to a maximum of 320 cm. Here the difference is made by the widened
StabiloPlus chassis. Spray technology, spray booms and operational comfort are identical to all other Condors. A 300 cm
track width is ideal in bulbs and onions and in combination with row crop wheels and also ideal in potatoes without paths. A
second possibility is a track width of 320 cm in potatoes in combination with a distance of 95 cm in between the rows. This
makes it possible to drive with a wider tyre. If you normally use a 32 cm wide tyre, now it is even possible to fit a 52cm tyre.
In short a small amount of rutting, the most stable sprayer possible, the largest possible crop surface and an optimal size
grading for potatoes!

Narrow track, tramlines or 3.2 metre track width
1
150 cm

75 cm

2

38 cm

75 cm

Sprayers at 150 cm with crop tyres. In order
to gain more stability it is also possible to
work with crop tyres at 225 cm width.

75 cm

75 cm

WideTrackPlus in normal position

WideTrackPlus in wide position

320 cm

225 cm

75 cm

3

38 cm

75 cm

For more stability it is also possible to select
a track width of 225 cm with wide tyres
whereby two ridges are driven flat to create
a path.

75 cm

French beans

WideTrackPlus: the ideal solution for progressive growers!

Caring for special crops and cultures often requires special and specialized solutions. Agrifac is the right address
for specialized solutions. Agrifac has many years of experience as the preferred specialist for the most diverse spray
technologies. WideTrackPlus is one of these. With a variable track width of 225 - 300 cm (75 cm stepless) or 245 – 320
cm, you can get by extremely well in a system with tracks with a track width of 300 cm or beds in the case of onions,
potatoes, flower bulbs and other crops.

32 cm

Celeriac

95 cm

With the WideTrackPlus at 320 cm there is
space for four ridges underneath the sprayer
and the use of wide tyres. During planting a
passage of 20 to 30 cm is moved twice.

225 cm

300 cm

(245 cm)

(320 cm)

All benefits:

+ Maximum yield
+ Maximized crop growing surface, even with paths and its
benefits.
+ Wider rows make it possible to drive with wider tyres
without omitting or damaging potato ridges
+ Optimal size range for seed potatoes
+ No longer any interference by spray paths when haravesting
the potatoes as it is always possible to drive with 4 rows
under the sprayer
+ Choice between spray lines with crop wheels and paths
with wider tyres

Onions
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ClearancePlus

Ultimate protection for
High crops
With higher ground clearance to a higher level
In crops such as sunflowers and maize it is often still necessary to apply crop protection at a later growing stage. This
means that it is necessary to spray into maize of more than 2 to 3 metres in height for example. A sprayer with large
ground clearance is therefore desirable. In other cases the touching of the crops is already a problem as is the case for
sunflowers with the flower heads breaking off easily. For this type of situation, Agrifac introduced the ClearancePlus, a
self-propelled sprayer with a ground clearance of 2 metres! With this machine it is even possible to spray into the highest
crops.
ClearancePlus low and narrow

Maize

ClearancePlus wide and high

190 cm

265 cm

200 cm

Adjustable ground clearance Condor ClearancePlus: from 140 to 200 cm

140 cm

The ground clearance can be set steplessly between 140
and 200 cm with the optimal ground clearance to be set for
each crop. Just like its family, the new Condor ClearancePlus
also features the unique StabiloPlus chassis. This chassis
effortlessly compensates for every bump it encounters,
resulting in an extremely stable and very comfortable
sprayer, both on the road and in the field. A great benefit for
the stability of the spray booms, both horizontal and vertical.
The spray booms can be adjusted to a height up to 345 cm.
Just like the StabiloPlus chassis on other machines, the track
width can be set steplessly, from 190 to 265 cm in case of

the Condor ClearancePlus. For use of the Condor with wider
track widths there is also a ClearancePlus chassis which
can have its width adjusted from 225 to 300 cm. For road
transport, the StabiloPlus chassis can be quickly and easily
lowered. With a low centre of gravity and standard machine
height, you travel safely from field to field!

200 cm

140 cm
Maize
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Ultimate crop protection
A

Conventional

MountainMasterPlus

20%
Crops grow straight up. In flat or slightly sloping areas this is not
a problem when spraying high crops. This is because the sprayer
stands between the rows parallel with the crop and can therefore
not damage the crop. In hilly areas, however, this does lead to
damage, as the sprayer stands parallel with the surface and not
with the crops (a).

Optimal stability and comfort, plus
the best way to protect the crops in
hilly conditions

200 cm

Optimal stability in hilly conditions

The Condor MountainMasterPlus has a StabiloPlus chassis that is comparable with the Condor ClearancePlus, in which the
ground clearance can be adjusted steplessly between 140 cm and 200 cm from the cabin. The Condor MountainMasterPlus
can control the cylinders separately, which gives the MountainMasterPlus the ability to level on slopes up to a maximum of
20%. In this way the machine can drive in a safe and comfortable way on even steeper slopes. Depending of the slope and the
correction, the ground clearance is to be set between 140 cm and 200 cm. Because of the levelling, the weight is distributed
evenly over all wheels and this increases the grip and the traction.

190 cm
225 cm

265 cm
300 cm

200 cm

With the steplessly adjustable track width of 190 cm to 265
cm or 225 cm to 300 cm the MountainMasterPlus system
provides an extremely stable machine for hilly areas. For
road transport you can easily lower the StabiloPlus chassis
for safer driving from field to field with a low centre of gravity
and a normal machine height!

140 cm

Wide and stable

With the Condor MountainMasterPlus height adjustments are possible between
140 and 200 cm and width adjustments between 190 cm and 265 cm or
225 cm and 300 cm.

B

156 cm

Condor MountainMasterPlus

50%
50%

20%

For even better protection of the crop Agrifac has developed the
Condor MountainMasterPlus. This Condor is also characterized
by the proven StabiloPlus chassis. The unique thing about the
Condor MountainMasterPlus is its ability to level on slopes (b).
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Endurance
Extreme capacity,
work longer,
more capacity

Endurance

Endurance is about the ability to maintain an effort over a long
period. The Condor Endurance has its name because of this.
A reliable, high quality, self-propelled agricultural sprayer with
extreme endurance. The proven StabiloPlus chassis also forms
the basis for the Condor Endurance. Various different track width
settings make the Condor Endurance suitable for a wide range
of crops. The 8000 litre tank makes it possible for the Condor
Endurance to work for longer periods in the field and thus
increase the efficiency and capacity. The Endurance is equipped
with a powerful 260 kw engine. In combination with the strong
J-boom and the StabiloPlus chassis it is possible to work at high
spraying speeds. The high road speed of 50 km/h also ensures a
high capacity. Endurance linked to the 4Es for growers (Efficient,
Economical, Ergonomic and Ecological), that is the Condor
Endurance.

Variable track widths

The Condor Endurance has variable track widths possible from:
190 - 290 cm*
260 - 360 cm*
360 - 460 cm*
*
Depending on tyre size

GreenFlowPlus; the advantages:

GreenFlowPlus
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+ Complete circulation at high pressure up to the spray nozzles.
This prevents spray triangles and deposits
+ No unused liquid in the tank
+ The very intelligent and compact construction enables
99.99% of the spray liquid to be sprayed.
+ Constant pressure even during quick changes in spray widths
through the pneumatically operated pressure regulator
+ Extremely easy to clean

Optimal spraying. Brilliant Simple.

Through loss of spray triangle

-€

-€

Competition: Over and underapplication
through great pressure differences

GreenFlowPlus is the unique and clever designed spraying system from Agrifac for an optimal spraying result. A
compactly built pump set with the shortest possible circuit which results in a minimum presence of unused liquid in
the fittings and it is extremely easy and quick to clean. In addition a circulation system is used so that the spray liquid
circulates continuously at high pressure through spray lines due to the pneumatic controlled quadrajet nozzles. This
delivers an optimal spray result in combination with the very quick and precise pressure regulator.
1
2

17

11

12

6

16

5
4

8

Self-cleaning
pressure filter
13

7

11
9

15
14

10

1.
2.
3.
4.

To spray pipe
To clean water tank
Pressure regulator
Pump 1

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Pump 2
Hydromotor
To the tank
Section valve external fill
Suction filter
Fill hose connection

11. Pressure filter
12. Liquid to spray line
13. All liquid from the pump
passes through the filter to the
pressure regulator
14. From the pump
15. During spraying: return to

suction side pumps; During
filling: return to tank
16. Pressure regulator membrane
17. Air pressure
18. Intake

No spray triangle through circulation

Agrifac: No over or underapplication,
always equal pressure and
application rate

The compactly built pump set with the shortest possible
circuit and electrically operated valves ensure that chemicals
can be saved and that minimal rest liquid is present. The
form of the tank and the suction point ensure that no unused
liquid is present in the tank. As there is no unused liquid
present there is first of all no loss of chemicals but the spray
system is also extremely quick and easy to clean. Unused
liquid is therefore not an issue for Agrifac.

Top quality spraying

With the unique pneumatic controlled pressure regulator from
Agrifac an optimal spray result is abtained. The air pressure
regulated pressure regulator regulates the pressure in the
spray pipe which results in an extremely accurate spray result.
As the pressure regulator is able to react extremely quickly if
spraying takes place with changing spray widths, for example
with automatic section control, the litres per hectare are
extremely accurate. The self-cleaning pressure filter with high
capacity prevents a drop in pressure and a loss of pressure;
in combination with the standard 25 mm diameter stainless
steel pipes and the pressure regulator this guarantees optimal
distribution of the spray liquid even with high spray quantities
per minute.

Complete circulation

The complete circulation system starts from the moment that
the tank is filled. The filling of the tank occurs via the agitation
at the bottom of the tank and via the spray pipes (on the boom).
This is also the case if the pumps are on but filling does not occur.
This results in a circulation system therefore the spray liquid
never stands still in the pipes. In this way there is no sediment in
the lines. There is always an even pressure and it is possible to
start spraying straight away without a spray triangle occurring.
During spraying the electrical valve is switched automatically, as
a result of which the spray liquid is pumped into the lines from
both sides. This also makes the spraying of higher quantities
possible.
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Agrifac J-boom

24
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Stable, robust

Round, stable and sturdy for wider work widths and a long life.
Capacity and quality for spraying is becoming more and more important due to the ever shortening window of opportunity
and higher quality requirements for crop care. Wider boom widths and higher work speeds with a stable boom are
essential in this. Agrifac has developed the J-boom for this, specially for self-propelled sprayers. The robust round profile
forms the basis of the Agrifac J-boom. Quality and stability are the characteristics of this torsionally rigid construction
which was developed specially for a long life even at high working speeds.

J-Boom spray booms overview
Possible
widths:

51

48

45

42

39

36

33

30

27

24

- work width in metres -

21

24
27/21
30/21
33/21
36/24
39/33/21
42/33/21
45/33/21
48/36/24

Break away protection

Optimal protection of the hoses

The J-type spray boom is characterized by a compact and
modular construction. The self-propelled sprayer remains
particularly compact in length as well as width. Unique and
ideal for good overall visibility, safe road transport and easy
to manoeuvre, even on small paths. The J-type offers you
numerous benefits. You will still profit from the standard
variable geometry (independently lifting booms), a stable,
gas spring controlled break away protection and, from
beginning to end, complete nozzle protection. Through the
modular construction, the spray boom is easy to expand
or adjust with options such as HighTechAirPlus. The J-type
spray boom has been specially developed for a long life. Each
spray boom has the same base, developed for boom widths
up to 51 metres!

Hose connections to spray pipes

Hose connections to spray lines

Variable geometry

51/39/25

Nozzle protection along the entire boom width
*

Orange part folds in vertically, remaining parts horizontally
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J-boom always in balance
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With BalancePlus,
ProActiveBalancePlus and
BoomSupportPlus

BalancePlus effective boom balance for flat and hilly conditions

ProActiveBalancePlus

Have you ever asked yourself why a tightrope walker only needs a single rod to keep their equilibrium or balance? Right, by
using the laws of nature, such as gravity. The same applies for the Agrifac J-boom. The boom is in natural balance so that no
complicated balance system has to be developed: Brilliant Simple. The Agrifac J-boom rolls over a moon shaped suspension
which ensures that the balance is correct in each situation.

The ProActiveBalancePlus balance system of Agrifac is an
addition to the BalancePlus system. Nothing is changed to
the principle; just the position of the half moon is regulated
automatically. With this the boom remains in balance even
in difficult conditions, such as deep spray tracks through
irrigation for example. As the balance system reacts proactively to machine movements, the boom can be kept
exactly level, even under the most difficult conditions.

BalancePlus anti –yaw buffers and active boom height adjustment for efficient dosing; the right amount at the right place.

The BalancePlus system proves itself time and time
again compared to the competition with its simplicity
and effectiveness. The BalancePlus system retains the
equilibrium of the boom even on the most aggressive test

tracks. This is all for an optimal spray result: the desired
quantity in the right place.

ProActiveBalancePlus, active balancing

The moon shaped suspension of the BalancePlus

The DIN-ISO test course of DLG

ProActiveBalancePlus

BoomSupportPlus

BoomSupportPlus, following the ground for optimal spray
result in hilly areas
The BoomSupportPlus system supports the driver in obtaining
the best spray result in hilly areas. Sensors on the boom
measure the distance from the boom to the ground or the crop
(depending on the setting chosen) and keep this constant. As
the variable geometry is operated by the BoomSupportPlus
system, the spray boom follows the ground or the crop,
even if the slopes change quickly. The set height and the
short reaction time enable the BoomSupportPlus system to
ensure optimal spray quality. The system is fully integrated
into the existing BalancePlus system, meaning that quality is
guaranteed.

BoomSupportPlus
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HighTechAirPlus
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More capacity

Celeriac

Beans

Potatoes

Liquid

Air
Result

Tulips

Iceberg lettuce

HighTechAirPlus off..

Brussels
sprouts

Without HighTechAirPlus

HighTechAirPlus, more capacity and stepless droplet size control

Advantages

The unique HighTechAirPlus developed by Agrifac is a combination of traditional spraying, air injection and mixing in the
nozzle holders. This is a perfect combination for creating a constant and easily adjustable droplet size.

+ Up to 50% less water needed for spraying
+ Less wind influence, therefore less drift = longer continual
spraying
+ More sprayable hours
+ Droplet Control, select the desired droplet size and the
spray pressure, regardless of speed and delivery.
+ Better penetration of the droplets into the crop
+ Save chemicals
+ With the HighTechAirPlus nozzles, many varied crops can
be sprayed.
+ Minimal wear and tear on the nozzle, therefore longer life
+ Obstructed nozzles are a thing of the past

With Agrifac HighTechAirPlus you can realize up to 50%
more capacity, never have to change nozzles, and you can
spray with less drift. HighTechAirPlus enables you to always
work with the correct droplet size. The droplet size can be
steplessly adjusted, from very fine to coarse. This provides
better coverage of the leaf surface in all cases. The number
of sprayable hours increases because the wind sensitivity of
the sprayer decreases significantly.

If you choose the optional Droplet Control, the EcotronicPlus
controls the drop size fully automatically depending on the
driving speed.

HighTechAirPlus on

With HighTechAirPlus

All of this yields more hectares per hour
and more sprayable hours, an economic
advantage advantage.

4Es
for growers

efficiency
economy
ergonomy
ecology

J-Boom: LiquidPlus

J-Boom: VertiPlus
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Precise fertilization

Vertical spraying of crops

Folding from the cabin

More efficient development

The use of fertilizers allows crops to develop better. In order to work even more efficiently, effectively and economically
on the farm with minerals, liquid fertilizers are used. These liquid fertilizers can be applied during sowing by means of
row fertilization or full field fertilization can be selected. For manuring with fertilizers it is possible to select a liquid
variant or work with granules. The great advantage of working with liquid firtilizers compared with granules is that it is
possible to work more precisely with regard to dosing and spreading. The finishing of the field edges and headlands can
also be carried out extremely precisely. Costs can be saved by the extremely precise distribution.
There has been an explosive growth in the use of liquid
fertilizers in recent years. An optimal growing process for
the crops is being aimed for through the ability to work more
precisely and to match the resources to the requirements of
the crop.

Clarification: water has a litre weight of 1.0 kg. From a global
perspective a 'normal sprayer' sprays liquid with a litre weight
of a maximum of 1.3 kg and a higher viscosity. In many cases
a higher litre weight means a higher viscosity. The thicker the
liquid, the greater the viscosity

The Condor LiquidPlus is a standard machine with some
parts added: an extra centrifugal pump, pipework with 75
mm lines, special nozzles and a more solid tank to match
the greater litre weight. This all allows a litre weight of 1.6
to be sprayed with a maximum of 2000 l/ha possible. A
number of precautionary measures were also taken such as
the protection of the ironwork with a coating and a drip tray
under the spray boom for when this is folded in.

1.0

WithLiquidPlus liquids with a litre weight of 1.0, 1.3 and even
1.6 can be sprayed with the Condor
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1.3

Special crops, specialist solutions

Agrifac has developed a special spraying system for the vertical spraying of
crops such as asparagus: VertiPlus. The easily removable VertiPlus system is
connected to the standard J-boom of the Agrifac Condor.
With the VertiPlus system an optimal
crop penetration occurs. The positions
of the nozzles can easily be adapted
to the height of the crop and can be
shut off by nozzle. The lowest of the 4
nozzles is used for spraying herbicides
onto the rows. The spray pipe of the
Vertiplus system is linked to the
standard quadrajet nozzle holders so
that it remains possible to work with
GPS section control.

High ground clearance
with high capacity

1.6

The standard ground clearance of
125 cm on the Agrifac Condor is more
than enough to prevent damage to the
asparagus. The Agrifac Condor with
the VertiPlus spray system makes
it possible to spray with wider boom
widths. The Agrifac Condor VertiPlus
is therefore equipped with a 24 metre
wide boom.

Versatility

The detachable VertiPlus system is
easy to remove after which the sprayer
can be used for traditional spraying of
crops.

The pneumatic folding in/out of the
VertiPlus spray system can easily be done
from the cabin.
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AirFlowPlus
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Highest air yield,
Best penetration

Trees and shrubs

AirFlowPlus in central position

At a forwards angle

At a backwards angle

French beans

For crops in which air support is essential to bring the liquids to the right place, Agrifac introduces the new AirFlowPlus
air support system. This system sets itself apart by the cleverly engineered construction with a ventilator every three
metres. This creates an air yield not previously seen, and an absolutely uniform air distribution over the total width of the
spray boom. Regardless of the work area width and the number of boom sections you are working with! Wear and tear
of air sacks is all in the past.
The direction of the liquids and air stream is very easy to
adjust to the conditions and the wind direction. You can
adjust the angle of the entire spray boom forward or backward
so that the air shaft and the outflow opening do not twist in
relation to each other. Agrifac AirFlowPlus is equipped with
complete circulation as standard.

The advantages of AirFlowPlus:
+ Highest air yield
+ The best penetration
+ The most flexible
+ Chemicals saving
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Comfortable cabin
Our modern, spacious and comfortable cabin is ideal for every
condition and comes with the following as standard:

Optimal visibility and comfort
under all conditions

+Large windows, maximum
visibility in all directions

+ Folding stair from
the cabin

+ Automatic climate control
+ Radio/CD/MP3-player

+ Light for work platform
behind the cabin

+ Comfortable seat with
air suspension

+ Eight lights for
working at night

+ Spacious second seat
in the cabin

+ Cooler for keeping food and
drink cool and fresh

+ Electrically operated and
heated mirrors

Ergonomy is a high priority at Agrifac. Ergonomic solutions which provide a pleasant, comfortable and above all productive
work environment. The spacious, comfortable cabin is equipped with a large glass surface for optimal visibility in all
directions. By removing the traditional pillars from the corners of the cabin, the visibility to the side and on the spray
booms is optimal.

+ Sun screen
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EcoTronicPlus

Optimal control and intuitive operation

Optimal control and intuitive operation with EcoTronicPlus

Advanced and Easy

The new EcoTronicPlus system provides the user with all necessary information during spraying, and ensures that
most functions are performed automatically. The system has a very well arranged colour terminal where you can see
exactly what is happening in the machine. The most important processes and indicators of the machine are visible at
a glance. The current flow of liquids are shown graphically and clearly in this way. Even in bright and direct sunlight,
the screen is easy to read and operate. The clarity of the colour touchscreen has an automatic day/night switch-over.

The road screen appears automatically in the road mode.
The screen provides clear and relevant information:
+ Information displayed on the screen includes: Speed,
engine speed, oil and water temperature, fuel level, date
and time, etc.

three ways of switching the sections on and off: with the
rotary switches in the arm rest, with the touchscreen or
automatically via GPS. For switching the middle section on
and off, you have a separate switch. For the width of each
section you have 3 choices: Can be switched off in 3 metre
sections, 1.5 metre sections or even nozzle by nozzle.
Optimal flexibility and plenty of choices.

The work screen appears automatically when you switch
to field mode:
+ The application rate is set using the screen
+ The position of the valves
+ The current flow is displayed graphically

The entire operation of the sprayer is well thought out and
practically oriented. When considering ease of operation,
we chose to integrate functions used during spraying into
the joystick and the armrest. Therefore you have all of
the important functions within reach. Other settings and
readouts are done via the very accessible and intuitive
touchscreen colour terminal. There are no fewer than

GPS terminal

+ Which sections are switched on
+ The tank can be filled automatically, whereby the litres
are set via the screen
+ And much more information, such as:
+ Liquid level in the main and clean water tanks, spray
pressure, delivery, hectare counter, etc.
To start spraying, you only have to select the correct delivery
and correct track width. Nothing more, and you’re away!

Fill screen

Standard fill screen for
the induction hopper

Night Mode

EcoTronicPlus GPS
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Precise and easy to use

The use of GPS as support for optimal crop protection is increasing. Automatic section control and field registration, but
also automatic steering can give the efficiency of your crop protection activities a big boost.
A boost which you are prepared for with the Condor. The
Condor has a GPS system as standard. The Condor cabin
is equipped with a second colour terminal for all possible
GPS activities. In the standard model you see the current
field, the treated and untreated areas and the navigation
system. If you choose automatic GPS section control,
all sections are automatically switched on and off. You
choose the desired overlapping after which the Agrifac
GPS system takes over the application of crop protection
agents and liquid fertilizers. Fully automatic and always
the right dose in the right place. The incorrect estimation

of working widths and overlap is all in the past, and even
spraying at night is no longer a problem. The driver can
concentrate on spraying and you save chemicals and spare
the environment. Communication with external terminals or
with crop or weed sensors and the changing of desired and
applied doses is possible in most cases.

Always on the right track with
automatic GPS control.

The GPS Receiver

The automatic GPS control is a solution for situations where
there are no tracks or paths, but also on hills or spraying
in the dark. With Agrifac automatic steering you can drive
straight and curved A-B lines. If there is no track, you can
give the system the command to always choose the correct
track. Agrifac is also the only one to offer the option to
automatically counter-steer in crab steering on lateral
slopes.

The GPS display in the cabin
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24 hours a day

Outstanding visibility and comfort
The Condor, seen here from behind, with its bright Xenon lights

The Condor comes with 8 halogen work lights as standard for optimal visibility in the dark. Those who regularly work in the
dark choose the complete Xenon light package of 8 lights. The Xenon lights illuminate the entire spray boom and the area
in front of the spray boom.
With the Xenon light package, you always have control of the
sprayer job. Because the lights are not mounted on the spray
boom, they do not get dirty and do not come into contact with
water and chemicals.

The large work and product platform is lit by LED lighting, so
working in the dark is no problem.

Spray pattern with Xenon lights

Good view of the work area

Clear spray pattern, seen here from behind

Night mode on the display

View to the front from the cabin
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Ergonomics to the fore

Filling from above via manhole.

Easily accessible and easy to maintain

Easily accessible work platform

Rinsing via manhole.
Accessible engine

Easy tank filling

Access to the induction hopper
Information transferred via USB

Ergonomics at its best
in operation, cleaning and maintenance
The cabin of the Condor is not the only thing which is
ergonomic. This concept has also been applied to filling,
cleaning and maintenance work. There is plenty of space
for storage, of tools for example, or extra nozzles and
bottles of product or sacks of powder. The watertight
storage area on the left side of the sprayer under the lid
offers space for clean and protective clothing for personal
hygiene and safety.
The optional container cleaner is likewise located under the
lid on the left side of the sprayer. The container cleaner is
operated by the pressure sensor for a large capacity.

Induction hopper

Digital display next
to induction hopper

Screen in front of radiator;
easy to clean

Easy access to engine

On the digital display next to the induction hopper, you can
see the volumes in the tank and start or pause filling. After
filling, the hand washing tank and the soap dispenser are
within reach.
For users filling from above, there is a large platform for
storing crop protection agents. For chemical filling from the
platform, there is a container cleaner available above the
manhole. If you work with premixes and storage tanks, you
can choose to fill the main tank with an external pump. Any
residual volume, even of liquid fertilizers, you can pump
quickly and easily back into the storage or premix tanks with
the optional drain. For extra fill capacity you can also choose
the centrifugal fill pump with a capacity of 700 l/min.

Storage space

Box for nozzles, tools

Filling...
No key necessary
Easily accessible cabin
...and cleaning

Cleaning and maintenance

Hand washing

The Condor comes with a spray gun for cleaning the outside
of the sprayer as standard. Cleaning filters and maintenance
of the GreenFlowPlus system is quick and easy. All parts are
easily accessible and arranged to be compact on the back
of the sprayer.
Sprinkler head and spray gun
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Technical specifications
a)

Brakes, wheels and tyres
Brakes			
Tyre sizes		
			
Mudguard width		

870 to 942 cm a)
275 to 300 cm a)
378 cm b)
125 cm
from 9300 kg a) c)

Depending on spray boom, b) Depending on tyre size, c) With empty tanks

StabiloPlus
Air suspension
310 cm
450 cm (exterior: 640 cm)
125 cm (option: 140-200 cm) b)
4 wheel/2 wheel/crab steering
Hydrostatic 4 wheel
b)

Depending on tyre size

GreenFlowPlus water pump unit
Suction membrane pumps 2x BP 280 (max. 540 l/min)
Centrifugal pump (option) 700 l/min max.

Mesh = number of spaces per square inch (25.4 mm)

Main tank and clean water tank
Tank capacity		
3400/4000/5000/8000 litres
Clean water tank capacity 450 litres
Level measurement
Electronic
Hand washing tank
10 litres
Agitating system		
Venturi injectors (can be disengaged)
Agitating system (optional) Mechanical
Length of suction hose
7 metres (10 metres optional)
Spray gun		
Standard
Induction hopper with
Option
cleaning nozzle
Container cleaner in
Option
manhole

Spray technology
Spray boom width		
24 - 51 metres
Section division		
6 nozzles, 3 nozzles
			
or per nozzle, max. 102 sections
Pipe system		
GreenFlowPlus
Nozzle holders		
Quadrajet (for 4 nozzles)
Border nozzle holders
Manual
			(option: electro-pneumatic)

260 kW
J-Boom

125 cm

AirFlowPlus

140-200 cm
150-225
190-265

Trackwidth (cm) 1 *

Diesel engine and hydraulic pumps
Diesel engine		
Iveco, 6 cylinder with AdBlue
Power			
151 kW (206 hp) / 210 kW (286 hp)
Engine speed		
2300 RPM max.
Fulfils emissions requirements EU Phase IIIA
Fuel tank capacity		
270 litres
Drive brand		
Linde
Hydraulic oil tank		
80 litres

e)

1.5 mm perforation
400 mm in diameter
32 mesh e)
50 mesh e)

210 kW

Ground
clearance 1

Chassis
System			
Suspension		
Wheel base		
Turning circle		
Ground clearance		
Steering			
Drive			

Filters
Suction basket on suction hose
Basket filter in manhole tank
Suction filter			
Pressure filter			

151 kW

Sprayboom

Speed
Maximum road speed
50 km/h (dependent on local 		
			legislation)
Field speed low		
0-12 km/h
Field speed high		
0-20 km/h

WideTrackPlus

Pneumatic drum brakes
270-710 mm wide,
38”- 54“ high			
500 mm (option: 650 mm)

Engine

Dimensions and weights
Machine length		
Machine width		
Machine height		
Ground clearance		
Weight			

225-300
245-320
190-290
260-360
360-460
3400

WideTrackPlus

ClearancePlus

MountainMasterPlus

Endurance

Tank sizes (litres)

Condor

4000
5000
8000

2

2

ClearancePlus

MountainMasterPlus

Endurance
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Transferring Knowledge
Options for the Condor
1.
2.
3.
4

5

5

8

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

15

17

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

18

19

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
21, 22

23

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
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Tank 3400 litres/tank 4000 litres/tank 5000 litres
AirFlowPlus - air boom
AutoFoldPlus - fully automatic extension/retraction of the
boom (2012)
InjectionPlus - chemical injection system
Canister cleaner in tank opening/induction hopper with
canister cleaner
Centrifugal fill pump
Fill connection for external pump
Top fill of main tank
Drain on the pressure side of the pumps
Mechanical agitation in the main tank
2x BP 280 diaphragm membrane pumps (filling and
spraying)
Electrically operated drain tap
Set mudguard width 650 mm
Flow meter for very high deliveries
TÜV set & approval
Extra reversing light and rotating beacon connection
Radio with CD and MP3 player/Bluetooth radio with CD
and MP3 player and USB
HighTechAirPlus system/Droplet-control (automatic
droplet size regulation)
Nozzles every 25 cm with A-B-AB switch
Outher boom sections L and R separately extended/
retracted
Border nozzle operated electro-pneumatically right/left
Border nozzle operated electro-pneumatically right/left
Foam marker
Block lubrication on chassis /lubrication machine on
chassis/lubrication machine on chassis and midsection of
boom
Hydraulic lifting arm on the front for installation of slug
pellet spreader
Trailer hitch with brake light connection (max. 12 tons)/
foldable towing hook, max. 2000 kg
ASR (anti slip control)
Camera system with 1 monitor and 1 or 2 cameras
All round lighting including lighting of spray boom by
means of 8 Xenon lights
Extra gauge at the tank opening (pump on/off, tank
capacity, etc.)
Headland management
Automatic filling
Automatic GPS section control/automatic GPS steering
Flush programs for thorough cleaning of the machine
(2012)

Agrifac organizes a varied package of training in consultation
with dealers and users, including e-learning modules for
entrepreneurs, drivers, dealer mechanics and its own
employees. By paying a great deal of attention to transfer
of knowledge we promote better use of Agrifac machines,
optimal capacity, less down time and less maintenance on
all fronts. All of this leads to lower costs and higher yields.

academy

Development for practical use
The Agrifac R & D team operates exceedingly efficiently, so
that new developments can be quickly passed on. Through
regular contact with practical use, we can react quickly to
the users' needs, with our motto being “We develop what
the user wants”. We strive for simple and practically oriented
solutions for complex challenges. An approach which you
will find in the design of user friendly and efficient products
with a long life.

A solution for everyone

premium
proven

“Premium Proven” is the highest quality standard we can
provide for nearly new machines. “Premium Proven” machines
are always supplied with a guarantee equivalent to a new
machine. Premium Proven machines are less than 5 years old
and they have completed less than 2500 operating hours. If
we don't have something, we can find it for you. So provide
us with your machine request and we will look for the right
Premium Proven machine for you!

Support: Everywhere and any time
In order to get the best return on your machine, we at
Agrifac have a professional team at the ready to support
you where necessary. For our dealer engineers, we provide
regular technical training in the Agrifac Academy so that
they can provide quick and effective service. And where
necessary, they get support from our specialists during the
season. A method which fits in perfectly with out total vision
of agricultural efficiency. All products are extensively tested
by certified personnel before they leave our factory.

service

Quick and Efficient
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R & D
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parts

In its large parts warehouse, Agrifac has 15,000 parts in
stock to get your parts to you quickly and efficiently. In this
way, you can avoid any down time during the season if there
are problems. Dealers are advised of which parts they need
to keep in stock to be able to provide rapid help during the
season. Experienced personnel can provide professional
answers to questions regarding availability and delivery of
parts. Clear and concise parts manuals are provided with
every machine and point you to the parts you may need.

Agrifac UK Ltd

Agrifac Machinery B.V.

1 Martin Avenue, March,
Cambridgeshire, PE15 0AY
United Kingdom

Eesveenseweg 15, 8332 JA Steenwijk
PO Box 78, 8330 AB Steenwijk
the Netherlands

t +44 (0) 1354 660 552
e info@agrifac.co.uk

t +31 (0) 521 527 210
e info@agrifac.com

www.agrifac.co.uk

www.agrifac.com

LS-Condor-131126-EN		

From sowing to harvest, our spray machines
support the growth of your crops, by
protecting and nourishing them, and by
combating disease. After that, our harvesters
assure a fast and problem-free harvest.
The combination of carefully considered
technology, an attractive and sturdy design,
very low maintenance costs, high trade in
value and efficient service system make
each Agrifac machine a glowing example of
innovation and efficiency. And that means
growth in every respect! The growth which
farmers, contractors, dealers, employees
and agricultural specialists are happy to
choose.

We reserve the right to make changes to images and text. The photos, diagrams, plans and tables presented in this brochure are not necessarily the standard model(s). No rights may be derived from them.

for growers

